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       If you wish the sympathy of the broad masses, you must tell them the
crudest and most stupid things. 
~Adolf Hitler

If you dont like a Rule... Just Follow it.. Reach on the Top.. and Change
the Rule 
~Adolf Hitler

I am sure that the Japanese, the Chinese and the peoples of Islam will
always be closer to us than, for example, France, in spite of the fact
that we are related by blood (...) 
~Adolf Hitler

When You Are In The Light, Everything   Follows You, But When You
Enter Into   The Dark, Even Your Own Shadow   Doesn't Follow You. 
~Adolf Hitler

Terrorism is the best political weapon for nothing drives people harder
than a fear of sudden death. 
~Adolf Hitler

What luck, for governments, that the people are stupid! 
~Adolf Hitler

If you win, you need not have to explain...If you lose, you should not be
there to explain! 
~Adolf Hitler

A woman must be a cute, cuddly, naive little thing - tender, sweet, and
stupid. 
~Adolf Hitler

Let me control the textbooks, and I will control the state. 
~Adolf Hitler
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I'll put an end to the idea that a woman's body belongs to her... Nazi
ideals demand that the practice of abortion shall be exterminated with a
strong hand. 
~Adolf Hitler

Life is like a game, there could be many players. If you don't play with
them, they'll play with you. 
~Adolf Hitler

We have to put a stop to the idea that it is a part of everybody's civil
rights to say whatever he pleases. 
~Adolf Hitler

By the skillful and sustained use of propaganda, one can make a
people see even heaven as hell or an extremely wretched life as
paradise. 
~Adolf Hitler

Tell a lie loud enough and long enough and people will believe it. 
~Adolf Hitler

It is better to make a mistake than to do nothing. 
~Adolf Hitler

An evil exists that threatens every man, woman, and child of this great
nation. We must take steps to ensure our domestic security and protect
our homeland. 
~Adolf Hitler

The work that Christ started but could not finish, I - Adolf Hitler - will
conclude. 
~Adolf Hitler

The greater the crime perpetrated by the leadership, the less likely it is
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that the people will ever believe their leaders to be capable of
perpetrating such an event. 
~Adolf Hitler

The truth is the best propaganda. 
~Adolf Hitler

It is a quite special secret pleasure how the people around us fail to
realize what is really happening to them. 
~Adolf Hitler

A man who has no sense of history is like a man who has no ears or no
eyes. 
~Adolf Hitler

A decision by the Fuhrer in the express form of a law or a decree may
not be scrutinized by a judge. In addition, the judge is bound by any
other decision of the Fuhrer. 
~Adolf Hitler

How fortunate for governments that the people they administer don't
think. 
~Adolf Hitler

Christianity is a rebellion against natural law, a protest against nature.
Taken to its logical extreme, Christianity would mean the systematic
cultivation of the human failure. 
~Adolf Hitler

Obstacles do not exist to be surrendered to, but only to be broken. 
~Adolf Hitler

All propaganda has to be popular and has to accommodate itself to the
comprehension of the least intelligent of those whom it seeks to reach. 
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~Adolf Hitler

Great nations do not succumb through lost wars, but rather through
racial decay and the destruction of their internal order. 
~Adolf Hitler

Pride in one's own race - and that does not imply contempt for other
races - is ... a normal and healthy sentiment. 
~Adolf Hitler

The victor will never be asked if he told the truth. 
~Adolf Hitler

WHAT is America but beauty queens, millionaires, stupid records and
Hollywood? 
~Adolf Hitler

Through clever and constant application of propaganda, people can be
made to see paradise as hell, and also the other way round, to consider
the most wretched sort of life as paradise. 
~Adolf Hitler

It is always more difficult to fight successfully against Faith than against
knowledge. 
~Adolf Hitler

I suggest you to do war but never love because in war either you live or
you die. But in love neither you live nor you die. 
~Adolf Hitler

Capitalism and Bolshevism are the two sides of the same international
Jewish coin. 
~Adolf Hitler
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As a Christian I have no duty to allow myself to be cheated, but I have
the duty to be a fighter for truth and justice. 
~Adolf Hitler

Your birth may be common, But death must be history. 
~Adolf Hitler

Dunkirk has fallen... with it has ended the greatest battle of world
history. Soldiers! My confidence in you knew no bounds. You have not
disappointed me. 
~Adolf Hitler

Never in this world can the Jew become master of any people except a
bastardized people. 
~Adolf Hitler

He alone, who owns the youth, gains the future. 
~Adolf Hitler

Sooner will a camel pass through a needle's eye than a great man be
"discovered" by an election. 
~Adolf Hitler

Universal education is the most corroding and disintegrating poison that
liberalism has ever invented for its own destruction. 
~Adolf Hitler

Democracy, the deceitful theory that the Jew would insinuate - namely,
that theory that all men are created equal. 
~Adolf Hitler

Cruelty impresses, people want to be afraid of something. They want
someone to whom they can submit with a shudder, the masses need
that. They need something to dreed. 
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~Adolf Hitler

Only force rules. Force is the first law 
~Adolf Hitler

It is not truth that matters, but victory. 
~Adolf Hitler

Demoralize the enemy from within by surprise, terror, sabotage,
assassination. This is the war of the future. 
~Adolf Hitler

Our strategy is to destroy the enemy from within, to conquer him
through himself. 
~Adolf Hitler

The very first essential for success is a perpetually constant and regular
employment of violence. 
~Adolf Hitler

A definite factor in getting a lie believed is the size of the lie. The broad
mass of the people, in the simplicity of their hearts, more easily fall
victim to a big lie than to a small one. 
~Adolf Hitler

Woman's world is her husband, her family, her children and her home.
We do not find it right when she presses into the world of men. 
~Adolf Hitler

All propaganda must be popular and its intellectual level must be
adjusted to the most limited intelligence among those it is addressed to.

~Adolf Hitler
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Money glitters, beauty sparkles, and intelligence shines. 
~Adolf Hitler

Those who want to live, let them fight, and those who do not want to
fight in this world of eternal struggle do not deserve to live. 
~Adolf Hitler

God helps only those who are prepared and determined to help
themselves. 
~Adolf Hitler

Anyone can deal with victory. Only the mighty can bear defeat. 
~Adolf Hitler

The parliamentary principle of decision by majorities only appears
during quite short periods of history, and those are always periods of
decadence in nations and States. 
~Adolf Hitler

If you tell a big enough lie and tell it frequently enough, it will be
believed. 
~Adolf Hitler

Become strong again in spirit, strong in will, strong in endurance, strong
to bear all sacrifices 
~Adolf Hitler

The [Nazi party] should not become a constable of public opinion, but
must dominate it. It must not become a servant of the masses, but their
master! 
~Adolf Hitler

By means of shrewd lies, unremittingly repeated, it is possible to make
people believe that heaven is hell - and hell heaven. The greater the lie,
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the more readily it will be believed. 
~Adolf Hitler

I was Europe's last chance. 
~Adolf Hitler

To whom should propaganda be addressed? To the scientifically
trained intelligentsia or the less educated masses? It must be
addressed always and exclusively to the masses. 
~Adolf Hitler

It must be thoroughly understood that the lost land will never be won
back by solemn appeals to the God, nor by hopes in any League of
Nations, but only by the force of arms. 
~Adolf Hitler

Theater, art, literature, cinema, press, posters, and window displays
must be cleansed of all manifestations of our rotting world and placed in
the service of a moral, political, and cultural idea. 
~Adolf Hitler

Life never forgives weaknesses. 
~Adolf Hitler

Humanitarianism is the expression of stupidity and cowardice. 
~Adolf Hitler

You will never learn what I am thinking. And those who boast most
loudly that they know my thought, to such people I lie even more. 
~Adolf Hitler

You only have to kick in the door and the whole rotten structure will
come crashing down. 
~Adolf Hitler
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Pacifism is simply undisguised cowardice. 
~Adolf Hitler

I have not come into this world to make men better, but to make use of
their weaknesses. 
~Adolf Hitler

What we suffer from today is an excess of education. 
~Adolf Hitler

To be a leader means to be able to move masses 
~Adolf Hitler

Why nationalize industry when you can nationalize the people? 
~Adolf Hitler

The one means that wins the easiest victory over reason is terror and
force. 
~Adolf Hitler

Consequently, the tone, particularly that of the Viennese anti-Semitic
press, seemed to me unworthy of the cultural tradition of a great nation.

~Adolf Hitler

Propaganda must not serve the truth, especially as it might bring out
something favorable for the opponent. 
~Adolf Hitler

Today Christians... stand at the head of Germany... We want to fill our
culture again with the Christian Spirit. 
~Adolf Hitler

Life does not forgive weakness. 
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~Adolf Hitler

To attain our aim we should stop at nothing even if we must join forces
with the devil. 
~Adolf Hitler

What good fortune for those in power that people do not think. 
~Adolf Hitler

The leader of genius must have the ability to make different opponents
appear as if they belonged to one category. 
~Adolf Hitler

Think Thousand times before taking a decision But - After taking
decison never turn back even if you get Thousand difficulties!! 
~Adolf Hitler

I use emotion for the many and reserve reason for the few. 
~Adolf Hitler

The most foolish mistake we could possibly make would be to allow the
subjugated races to possess arms. 
~Adolf Hitler

The essential thing is the formation of the political will of the nation: that
is the starting point for political action. 
~Adolf Hitler

The first foundation for the creation of authority is always provided by
popularity. 
~Adolf Hitler

The sin against blood and race is the hereditary sin in this world and it
brings disaster on every nation that commits it. 
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~Adolf Hitler

Nothing falls into a man's lap from heaven.  It is from labour that life
grows. 
~Adolf Hitler

Society's needs come before the individuals needs 
~Adolf Hitler

I never lost my belief, in the midst of setbacks which were not spared
me during my period of struggle. Providence has had the last word and
brought me success. 
~Adolf Hitler

The great masses of the people will more easily fall victims to a big lie
than to a small one. 
~Adolf Hitler

In political matters feeling often decides more correctly than reason. 
~Adolf Hitler

The moment in Paris where I saluted Napoleon's tomb was one of the
proudest of my life. 
~Adolf Hitler

Success is the sole earthly judge of right and wrong. 
~Adolf Hitler

We will not capitulate - no, never! We may be destroyed, but if we are,
we shall drag a world with us - a world in flames. 
~Adolf Hitler

There is a road to freedom. Its milestones are obedience, endeavour,
honesty, order, cleanliness, sobriety, truthfulness, sacrifice, and love of
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the fatherland. 
~Adolf Hitler

Man has become great through struggle 
~Adolf Hitler

There is only one right in the world and that right is one's own strength. 
~Adolf Hitler

I am personally convinced of the great power and deep significance of
Christianity, and I won't allow any other religion to be promoted. 
~Adolf Hitler

The women has her own battlefield with every child she brings into the
world she fights a battle for the nation 
~Adolf Hitler
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